Along with the proliferation of IoT (Internet of Things) devices, cyberattacks towards them are on the rise. In this paper, aiming at efficient precaution and mitigation of emerging IoT cyberthreats, we present a multimodal study on applying machine learning methods to characterize malicious programs which target multiple IoT platforms. Experiments show that opcode sequences obtained from static analysis and API sequences obtained by dynamic analysis provide sufficient discriminant information such that IoT malware can be classified with near optimal accuracy. Automated and accelerated identification and mitigation of new IoT cyberthreats can be enabled based on the findings reported in this study.
Introduction
Aiming at infecting IoT devices across different CPU architectures, IoT malware is usually compiled on and launched against multiple platforms. This poses new challenges to the mitigation and prevention of these emerging cyberthreats. In this paper, we present a new approach to capture, analyze, and classify malicious programs across multiple IoT platforms.
To collect the most recent IoT malware targeting different IoT devices, we deploy the IoTPOT [1] in our environment. IoTPOT constitutes virtualized cross-platform Linux systems deliberately set up with vulnerabilities that invites penetration. It records all information related to the penetration by collecting the malicious programs, command traces, and Internet communications during the attack. Then, based on these evidences, we perform the following multilateral analysis of the malicious programs across three major CPU architectures, namely, ARM, MIPS, and MIPSEL.
In the first step, we use an entropy-based method to identify obfuscated malware samples from non-packed ones. Then, static and dynamic analyses are employed for profiling the behavioral characteristics of the samples: For static analysis, IDA Pro (a Linux-hosted multiprocessor disassembler) is applied to the samples to attain their assembly code and store it in the form of opcode sequences. For dynamic analysis, Application Programming Interface (API) call sequences are collected with the strace command at runtime in virtualized environments.
To yield numerical vectors that could serve as inputs to the analytical tools, the sequences in log files are coded as ngrams-a contiguous sequence of n items from the instruction sequence [2] . Then, vectorized representations of the malware programs are examined by t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [3] , which provides a visual hint on the interpretability of different analysis methods. Finally, pattern classification is applied to the vector representation of the malicious programs for quantitative evaluation.
Data
We use the same dataset introduced in [4] for the analysis. It consists of 9,085 IoT malware samples collected from July 8, 2017 to January 20, 2018 using IoTPOT. To label them, the SHA 256 hash values of malware samples are submitted to VirusTotal, where they are checked against more than 60 different virus scanners. Then, the label of a sample is determined by majority voting. We confined the analysis to the three major malware types in the dataset, i.e., Bashlite, Mirai, and Tsunami, which consist of 2,577 samples. Table 1 shows the distribution of malware among different Instruction Set Architectures (ISA) and malware categories. A sample is excluded from the analysis if its API/opcode sequence is shorter than 10, indicating highly possibility of a cracked file. This makes the dataset slightly smaller than that in [4] .
Analysis

Preprocessing
Packing is among the most popular obfuscation techniques to impede virus scanners from effectively detecting malware. To confirm whether a malware program is packed or not, we employ entropy analysis proposed by Lyda et al. [5] Copyright c 2019 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers to the collected corpus. The analysis is based on the fact that the entropy of a binary program, measured upon the distribution of bytes, tends to be significantly raised by the crypto-encoding process during packing. To measure the entropy of a binary program, it is first divided into successive blocks of fixed size with the entropy of a block s k calculated as
where p(i) is the probability of byte value i appeared in s k . Given predefined threshold values θ ave and θ max , a binary is determined to be packed if its averaged entropy score, H ave , and the maximum score among all blocks, H max , satisfy
In the experiment, we set θ ave = 6.0 and θ max = 6.796618, based on our previous experience on Windows malware analysis. Entropy analysis reveals that only a small portion of the IoT malware samples (less than 3%) appear to be packed. Packed samples are excluded from the analysis due to the lack of static analysis tools against them.
Feature Engineering
For the non-packed samples, feature engineering is pursued in the following steps. First, IDA Pro, a Linux-hosted multi-processor disassembler, is applied to the samples to attain their assembly code. In the snapshot of ARM assembly code shown in Fig. 1 , each line contains an opcode (MOV, ADD, BL, etc.) and the operands they act on. In the second step, we extract the sequence of opcode which carries the most essential information of malware behavior. For the snapshot in Fig. 1 , we obtain an opcode sequence like {MOV MOV ADD BL CMP BLT ...}. Finally, following the n-gram convention, we code each of the log files as a list of n-grams. The 3-gram representation of the opcode sequence ion Fig. 1 
Following the same procedure, we also generate API features for each malicious program from the API-call trace logged by the strace command during its execution in a virtualized sandbox. Compared with the Vector Space Model approach adopted in [4] , the n-gram representation preserves the order information in the sequence and thus may lead to superior generalization performance. In the n-gram representation, each sample is coded as a list of n-grams, which tends to reside in very high dimensional features space. Quite often, the extraordinary high dimension of the data prevents the adoption of common algorithms for the analysis. Moreover, the Euclidean distance in such a high-dimensional space is likely to suffer from deteriorated representability in certain situations. To circumvent this problem, we propose to use the Jaccard distance [6] to measure the dissimilarity between the list of sequences. More specifically, Jaccard distance, which measures dissimilarity between two finite item sets X i and X j , can be obtained by dividing the difference of the sizes of the union and the intersection of two sets by the size of the union,
With this distance function defined upon the n-gram representation of the opcode/API traces, the distance-based analysis described in the following sections are applied.
Visualization
To visualize the sample distribution of a particular ISA, the N × N distance matrix, where N is the number of malware samples under analysis, is mapped to 2-D points using t-SNE [3] . t-SNE implements the mapping in such a way that similar samples are modeled by nearby points and dissimilar samples are modeled by distant points with high probability. Figure 2 (a) shows the layout of malware samples on MIPS using opcode feature. Samples from different malware classes are shown with different markers. Samples from the same category forms clusters because inter-class distances are closer than intra-class distances. The separability of samples from different categories in this 2D space suggests that the n-gram features carries essential information for classifying the malware samples. Figures 2 (b) and (c) shows the layout of malware samples on ARM using opcode features and API features, respectively. A gray line between Figs. 2 (b) and (c) connects two points that correspond to the same Mirai sample. This comparison reveals that in the API feature space, the classes interlace with each other more than in the opcode feature space, which may lead to degenerated performance in classification.
Classification
Using the same features, we build classifiers that can predict the classes of new malware samples. Two classifiers, namely, SVM [7] and k Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [8] are chosen for their good generality and generalization ability. The results using opcode features and API features are reported in Table 2 , where the micro averages over 10 runs are shown. For each run, we use 70% of data for training and the rest of the data for testing.
As can be seen from the table, with the Jaccard distance, both SVM and kNN give nearly optimal results on all In particular, on ARM, SVM yields a perfect classification result using opcode features.
Conclusion
The experiment results reveal that IoT malware is yet not armed with complicated obfuscating techniques at the current stage. First, the result of entropy analysis shows that less than 3% of the malware programs use common obfuscation techniques like packing. Second, near optimal classification rates using opcode and API features indicate that both static analysis and dynamic analysis carry deterministic discriminant information about malware category. This further implies that no sophisticated behavior-obfuscation techniques such as reordering API call sequences, injecting bogus API calls, or alternation between semantically equivalent API calls are implemented by the malware. For the sake of the ease to perform statistic analysis than dynamic analysis, it might be rational to say that statistic analysis is preferable than dynamic analysis for recent IoT malware.
